
Visiting family in Kansas for Thanksgiving, young Ben Jackson fell 
for a piece of magic performed by a family friend named Blaine 
Samson. Jackson was only 12, and his future was being set.

The young man’s 13th birthday was spent at the Magic Island, 
the now neglected structure off Highway 59 that once was the 
epicenter for magic in Houston. “I studied the art of it,” he says 
of magic. “I started working it every day from age 15. I did my 
10,000 hours. I didn’t want to be somebody who buys tricks, a 
catalog conjurer.”

Like many magicians, Jackson, now 29, makes his living playing 
corporate functions and parties. But his work has gotten him 
on “The Today Show,” and put his hands on screen in filmmaker 
Robert Rodriguez’s “Sin City: A Dame to Kill For,” where he also 
coached actor Joseph Gordon-Levitt. He got the job by answer-
ing a casting call. Jackson drove to Austin and worked his magic 
for Rodriguez who hired him on the spot.

“We walked right into his green screen room and there’s Joseph 
Gordon-Levitt,” he says. “My job was to make him look good, so 
I coached him on the proper mechanics of a card cheat.”

Earlier this year Jackson began a monthly show in his home-
town, a small-scale production that preserves a timeless tra-
dition. On the last weekend of each month, Jackson puts on 
a show of close-up magic for an audience of about 40 in the 
gallery on the third floor of La Colombe d’Or, filling a void in the 
city’s live theater scene. “To me it’s the most intimate theatrical 
experience you can get,” he says. “We destroy the fourth wall 
with this show. If you are there, then you are the show.” Magic 
has long been in need of some good press, after years of over-
wrought productions turned it into a punchline. Dressed nattily 
in a dark suit, Jackson works the rudiments of his craft in the 
old-school manner.

“It’s all humble props,” he says. “No big boxes with dragons on 
the side, no dancing to techno music in tight pants. It’s cards, sil-
ver dollars and magazines.” His hands are a blur with the cards, 
pouring them as if from a cup, snapping them from one hand to 
another and launching one spinning into the air where it nearly 
grazes the ceiling before boomeranging back to his hand.

It’s a long way from Texas A&M, where Jackson studied biomedi-
cal science with minors in business and chemistry. He was living 
with his parents after school with no job prospects and no real 
desire to take the MCAT.

Then his mother received in the mail a flyer for “Magic: The Sci-
ence of Wonder,” an exhibit at the Museum of Natural Science. 
Part of the exhibit involved live performers. Jackson offered his 
services. “It was a way to get my footing and to think of making 
magic as something viable,” he says.

Soon after he was taking part in magic competitions, winning 
first place at the World Magic Seminar’s International Close-up 
Magic Competition in Las Vegas in 2010. Two years later he was 
back in Vegas for the United States National Close-up Magic 
Competition and won again. During the Magic Island’s heyday, 
close-up magic was always particularly popular. That was the 
draw for Jackson’s monthly show. “There’s no do-overs, you 
can’t cut away like you do with film,” he says. “It’s intense scru-
tiny and the proximity of the viewer is in direct relation to how 
well it’s received. But there’s no room for error.”

An error - a moment of exposure - is called a “flash.”
And for Jackson, a flash is philosophically ruinous. He says magi-
cians aren’t reticent to share their secrets because they wish to 
be exclusive. Instead, they learn the mechanics of the trade so 
they can preserve wonder for others.

“I’ve already gone down the rabbit hole,” he says.
“I understand how pieces of magic work, and the more you 
know about that, the less likely you are to experience magic 
yourself. So I try to protect the spectator. Because the moment 
they know how something works, there’s no magic anymore.”


